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The ninth of Walter Benjamin’s 1940 theses “On the
Concept of History” consists of the following controver-
sial observation about Paul Klee’s drawingAngelus Novus
(1920): “A Klee painting named Angelus Novus shows an
angel looking as though he is about to move away from
something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are star-
ing, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is how
one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned to-
ward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he
sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage
upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The an-
gel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole
what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Par-
adise; it has got caught in his wings with such violence
that the angel can no longer close them. The storm ir-
resistibly propels him into the future to which his back
is turned, while the pile of debris before him grows sky-
ward. This storm is what we call progress.”[1]

Benjamin’s view of the angel of history is not un-
like how realist international relations (IR) theorists have
long viewed their liberal colleagues: despite the tragedy
of history, they are led by their belief in progress to
make utopian prognostications about the future. And,
for much of history, realists could point out to the recur-
rence of the deadliest of man-made tragedies–hegemonic
war–as evidence of the folly entailed by a liberal view of
world politics. But since 1945, time seems to be on the
side of liberalism: we are living through a long period
without a hegemonic war.

Does this mean that we have achieved progress in
world politics? Is the realists’ pessimistic view of the
Angelus Novus no longer warranted? Four decades af-
ter Benjamin wrote his theses, Robert Gilpin set out in
War and Change in World Politics (1981) to investigate
these same questions. What are the sources of change in
world order, andwhat is the role of war–hegemonic war–
in producing change? Perhaps unsurprisingly in light of
Gilpin’s deep-seated political realism, while weaving his
arguments about change, he ends up saying much about

continuity and the cyclical nature of world order. For
him, understanding the sources of change in world order
requires us to appreciate that the fundamental features
of international politics have not changed over time.[2]
World order changes because great powers rise and fall.
These power transitions, Gilpin argues, recur because
of the cyclical diffusion of technology and production,
which generates differential rates of economic growth
among states, altering the distribution of material capa-
bilities. When new great powers emerge, they throw the
existing international order off balance: its distribution
of roles and status no longer reflects the underlying bal-
ance of power and interests. Rising states will therefore
attempt to change the existing order, often by force, start-
ing a hegemonic war from which a new order that better
reflects the balance of power will emerge. This is the gist
of a Gilpinian view of world politics: the recurring pro-
cesses of innovation and diffusion lead to changes in the
balance of power, which produce recurring hegemonic
wars, which in turn lead to changes in world order. Much
change, little progress. From this vantage point, contem-
porary world politics is not fundamentally different from
Athens-Sparta relations in the fifth century BCE. Both are
shaped by the “recurring struggle for wealth and power
among independent actors in a state of anarchy,” which,
for Gilpin, is the core enduring feature of world poli-
tics.[3]

Taking War and Change in World Politics as its point
of departure, G. John Ikenberry’s edited volume Power,
Order, and Change in World Politics asks how Gilpin’s ar-
guments have stood the test of time. Much has changed
in world politics–and IR scholarship–during the three-
and-a-half decades since Gilpin wrote his opus magnum.
While he worked in the shadow of expected US decline
vis-à-vis its old rival, the Soviet Union, the present vol-
ume was produced in the shadow of potential US decline
vis-à-vis its new rival, China. While Gilpin wrote soon
after themeteoric impact of KennethWaltz’sTheory of In-
ternational Politics (1979), which temporarily gave struc-
tural neorealism a quasi-hegemonic place in IR theory,
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the present volume was written by a set of authors that
displays the wide theoretical diversity present in today’s
study of world politics.

Like Gilpin’s book, Power, Order, and Change inWorld
Politics is organized around three themes, or problems.
The first part of the book covers the sources of inter-
national order, analyzing “the various ways that lead-
ing states project power and ideas into the global sys-
tem and establish their rule over the system” (p. 3). In
three essays, Charles A. Kupchan, David A. Lake, and
Ikenberry look at, respectively, the strategies that hege-
mons use to build international order, the role of author-
ity in producing order, and the ways in which liberalism
makes the contemporary US-led global ordermore stable.
The second part of the book focuses on power transitions
and how they create opportunities for the (often violent)
transformation of international order. In another set of
three essays, William C. Wohlforth, Jonathan Kirshner,
and Michael Mastanduno look at, respectively, the roots
of hegemonic decline, the causes of hegemonic overex-
pansion, and the difficulties faced by the US-led order
as a result of China’s rise. Finally, the third part of the
book centers on the broader theme of foundational sys-
temic change, analyzing “the great world historical shifts
in the basic units and structures of global order” (p. 3). In
the last trio of essays, Daniel Deudney, Barry Buzan, and
John A. Hall look at the consequences for world order of,
respectively, the nuclear revolution, the rise of modern
capitalism during the long nineteenth century, and the
rise of the nation-state.

Two things should be clear from the list of names
above: this is a star-studded ensemble cast and one that
guarantees a broad plurality of views. Together, these
two features make Power, Order, and Change inWorld Pol-
itics much more than a scholarly reflection on Gilpin’s
landmark work. It is one of the best collections of es-
says for understanding contemporary world order–and
the state of scholarship on this fundamental issue.

After engaging the essays in the book, I offer some
brief general critical reflections and discuss topics on
which further research is needed. I conclude by dis-
cussing the lessons the book offers for US-China rela-
tions.

Arguably the most important question in world
politics–and the most basic question Gilpin attempted to
answer–is, what are the sources of international order?
The first part of Power, Order, and Change inWorld Politics
engages this question, exploring “variations in types of
international orders and the strategies hegemonic states
employ to rule these orders.” In his introduction to the

volume, Ikenberry lists the questions addressed by these
essays: “If all orders are a mix of coercion and consent,
what choices and circumstances lead hegemonic states
to create one mix or another mix? How do [global hi-
erarchical orders built around imperial or liberal logics]
differ and what explains why one or the other emerges
within a particular historical era? How do we compare
and evaluate the performance of international orders?…
What does it mean when we say that leading states ’run’
or ’rule’ an international order? If the United States has
pursued a ’liberal strategy’ of order building and gover-
nance, what sort of strategy of governance might China
pursue?” (p. 7).

The three authors in this section lay out the dimen-
sions in which order may vary (Kupchan), the role of
authority in producing order (Lake), and the reasons
for the resilience of the US-led liberal international or-
der (Ikenberry). Drawing on a previous article and de-
parting from Gilpin’s materialist understanding of hege-
mony, Kupchan argues that hegemonic systems “have a
distinctive normative character” because “order emerges
not just from hierarchy, but also from packages of ideas
and rules that inform the nature of a given order and gov-
ern social relations within that order” (p. 20).[4] His es-
say provides a very useful analysis of the dimensions on
which these “packages of ordering ideas and rules” may
vary (p. 8). Four dimensions–what Kupchan calls “four
main logics of order” (p. 27)–work together to produce
each particular hegemonic system: geopolitical, socioe-
conomic, cultural, and commercial. In each of these di-
mensions, a hegemonic power may implement different
preferences, generating a variety of patterns of rule. Af-
ter laying out the logics of rule implemented by three
past hegemonic powers–the Ottomans, imperial China,
and Great Britain–Kupchan analyzes the US-led order,
which he describes as having a geopolitical logic that
varies from region to region, an egalitarian socioeco-
nomic logic, a liberal inclusive cultural logic, and a free-
market capitalist commercial logic. Using this frame-
work, Kupchan argues that the “next world will thus be
the first in which diverse orders intensely and continu-
ously interact with each other in the absence of Western
hegemony,” making global governance “more vital–but
also more elusive” (p. 21).

Writing from a similarly liberal viewpoint, Lake asks
why it is that most states comply with “biased inter-
national orders” without having to be coerced (p. 63).
For him, the key to this stable sort of hegemonic or-
der is authority, which legitimizes the rule of a dom-
inant state over subordinate states. Lake argues that
liberal powers are better at acquiring authority because
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of their own domestic constitutional limits on abuses of
power, whichmake themmore trustworthy international
rulers. This explains the stability of the liberal interna-
tional order that has prevailed in the postwar era. Finally,
Lake argues that when hegemonic powers acquire au-
thority over others–as the United States, in his view, has–
international order is sustainable because other states be-
come vested in it over time. From these arguments, Lake
concludes that there is a good chance that the US-led lib-
eral order will be robust to the rise of new powers.[5]

Concluding this first part of the book, Ikenberry’s
essay puts forth two arguments. First, he argues that
a durable international order requires three features: a
configuration of power that supports it, legitimate rule
and institutions, and the ability to solve problems and
provide services to states.[6] Second, he argues that at a
deeper level the US-led liberal order is the product of two
“unfolding logics of order building” (p. 9): “One is as-
sociated with the Westphalian state system, where great
powers over the centuries have been building on and de-
veloping rules, institutions, and practices for managing
the state system and great-power relations. The other
is associated with the liberal ascendency, where liberal
democratic states have risen up in power and influence
and engaged in repeated efforts to build international or-
der” (p. 91). From Ikenberry’s perspective, these two
macro-historical processes work well together because
“the liberal project has entailed a commitment to interna-
tional order that is open and at least loosely rule-based”
(p. 93). The attempt to reconcile Westphalian rules with
the liberal internationalist project is not without risks,
however. For Ikenberry, the greatest source of tension in
today’s international order is between the Westphalian
emphasis on sovereignty and the liberal emphasis on hu-
man rights.

Overall, the three essays hang together quite well,
providing a good synthesis of liberal accounts of US hege-
mony. The postwar international order has been sta-
ble because it is based on a preponderance of US power
along with a US-backed normative package that gives the
United States the authority needed for stable hegemony,
by including US security provision, the rule of law, a
prominent role for rights and institutions, an egalitarian
social logic, and a market-based international economy
that enables other states to amass wealth.

From my perspective, these arguments prove quite
useful in understanding the “how” of international pol-
itics. Kupchan, Lake, and Ikenberry have much insight
to provide on how the United States rules the world. The
particular norms, rules, and institutions the United States

has spearheaded are no doubt a crucial component of
postwar international politics. Without them, we would
be unable to understand the flavor of international in-
teraction, its sociological dimension. They are, in fact,
one of the key distinctive features of postwar politics and
today constitute the fabric of day-to-day interstate rela-
tions.

It is less clear to me, however, that these essays can
explain the “why” of postwar world order. Can the
norms, rules, and institutions of the US-led account for
why others accede to US hegemony? Would other states
rebel against US leadership in the absence of the par-
ticular “package of ordering ideas and rules” that comes
with American hegemony? Are these norms, rules, and
institutions–rather than the sheer magnitude of the US
advantage in conventional military power or the pres-
ence of nuclear weapons–the reason peace has prevailed
among the major powers?

To put the problem in more theoretical terms, how
do we distinguish between rule and domination? How
do we distinguish between legitimacy and coercion?-
The authors in this volume do not engage these deeper
questions–at least not here–and so their arguments on
the role of norms and institutions in producing legitimate
and authoritative rule are hard to evaluate empirically.
There is little doubt that US hegemonic power has mostly
met with acquiescence; that most other states, including
most major powers accommodate US interests. But can
we say for certain that this lack of balancing against US
power preponderance is caused by the character of US
leadership rather than more realist variables, such as the
balance of power, on which Gilpin would have drawn to
craft an explanation? Why are norms necessary to ac-
count for peace when US power preponderance would
make it very difficult for any state or plausible coalition
of states to match US capabilities in the near future; and
when the nuclear revolution allows major powers to en-
joy abundant security despite US hegemony? These are
tough questions, and one could not expect the authors of
these essays to answer them conclusively in such brief
format, but these were the questions Gilpin would no
doubt ask, so it would have been useful to see a discus-
sion of the empirical evidence that allows liberal authors
to be so confident in attributing “normative packages,”
rather than more Gilpinian configurations of powers, the
key role in shaping US hegemony.

The second part of Power, Order, and Change in World
Politics deals with power transitions and their impact on
international order. Power shifts are the recurring cen-
tral event in Gilpin’s view of world politics. Caused by
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differential rates of economic growth, these power shifts
have important consequences. They often cause hege-
monic wars, which in turn lead to profound changes in
world order. The three essays in this section analyze
the causes of hegemonic decline (Wohlforth), the reasons
why rising powers tend to become overextended and de-
clining hegemons have a hard time retrenching (Kirsh-
ner), and the challenges facing the existing US-China
grand bargain in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis
(Mastanduno).

Wohlforth’s essay examines Gilpin’s arguments
about the inevitability of hegemonic decline, concluding
that none of them foreordain US decline. In War and
Change in World Politics, Gilpin identifies three processes
that cause hegemonic decline. First, the costs of the
hegemonic grand strategy will cause its “rate of growth
to slow more markedly than a non-hegemonic state” (p.
116). The second process Gilpin identifies is that as the
costs of hegemony rises, free-riding by other states will
increase, creating a problem for the hegemon. Wohlforth
finds no evidence in support of either of these claims.
The third process is “the diffusion of the techniques of
power [and] the capacity of late developing rising states
to leapfrog stages of development by adopting the power-
generating practices and techniques of the early devel-
oping dominant state” (p. 120). Here, Wohlforth coun-
ters that hegemons such as the United States can im-
plement anti-diffusion policies.[7] Overall, these findings
lead Wohlforth to argue that hegemonic decline is not
foreordained and that hegemons can tipically “use their
position to slow decline and mitigate its effects” (p. 111).

In a more theoretically self-conscious essay, Kirshner
recasts two of Gilpin’s assumptions about power tran-
sitions in a classical realist mold. This allows Kirsh-
ner to eschew his two long-time bête noires–rationalism
and structural neorealism–on which Gilpin is ambiva-
lent. The first of these assumptions is that a rising state
will stop seeking to change the international system once
the marginal cost of doing is greater than the marginal
benefit. Seen in a classical realist light, which emphasizes
uncertainty and the psychological biases of leaders, real-
ity seems to Kirshner to point in the opposite direction:
“great, rising powers near their apogee are almost certain
to suffer from a hubris cultivated by a long string of suc-
cesses” (p. 152). In his view, therefore, the likely outcome
is hegemonic over-reach. The second assumption made
by Gilpin that Kirshner targets is that “once an equilib-
rium between the costs and benefits of further change
and expansion is reached, the tendency is for the eco-
nomic costs of maintaining the status quo to rise faster

than the economic capacity to support the status quo” (p.
152). To the contrary, Kirshner argues, hegemons often
fail to anticipate decline and, consequently, fail to adapt
to their downward trajectory–in other words, they fail
to retrench. The reasons for this had been identified by
Gilpin: retrenchment poses political difficulties, both be-
cause different leaders in the declining state will perceive
the situation differently and because of “the hubris/fear
paradox,” according to which concessions will only lead
to additional demands by a rising state (p. 157). Taken to-
gether, the two amendments to Gilpin’s theory that Kir-
shner proposes lead to a potentially even more conflict-
ual view of world politics, with hubristic rising powers
extending beyond reason while stubborn declining pow-
ers resist retrenchment.

Concluding this part of the book, Mastanduno fo-
cuses on the “grand bargains” that underpin any hege-
monic order, particularly those that define the postwar
US-led order. In his view, the grand bargains the United
States cut with Germany and Japan afterWorldWar II are
the backbone of the postwar global order. Today those
grand bargains are insufficient to provide a stable world
order, however. Unlike Germany and Japan, which be-
came protégés of the United States in the aftermath of
World War II, China is a security rival. So far, the United
States and China have managed to maintain a mutu-
ally beneficial grand bargain. China benefits from an in-
ternational environment conducive to economic growth.
The United States benefits from the more benign foreign
policy intentions of an integrated China. But this ex-
isting grand bargain with the United States is unstable.
The post-2008 financial crisis has undermined the United
States as the engine of global economic growth, “forc-
ing both China and the United States to confront an un-
certain process of adjustment” (p. 164). China is now
moving from an economic model of export-led growth
to one of growth driven by domestic consumption. As
a result, the high level of interdependence between the
United States and China that has characterized the first
decades of the post-Cold War era is unlikely to be sus-
tainable, with serious consequences for world order.

Unlike the essays in the first part of the book, these
three essays are not easy to reconcile. (Not that there is
anything wrong with that.) Wohlforth holds a sanguine
view of the prospects of continued US hegemony. In con-
trast, Kirshner invites us to reflect on whether such an
optimistic view may be colored by unwarranted hubris
about the trajectory of US power, a problem that could
be compounded by hubristic overreaching on the part
of a rising China. Mastanduno contributes to this more
pessimistic view by accentuating the ways in which US-
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China relations may unravel, generating a great oppor-
tunity for the rebuilding of world order–an opportunity
that is fraught with the dangers inherent in any power
transition.

These essays could be pushed further by asking what
would be the consequences of the hubristic US resis-
tance to retrenchment, combined with an equally hubris-
tic Chinese overreaching foreign policy, to which Kirsh-
ner opens the door. What are the broader problems we
can expect from the unraveling of US-China relations, ei-
ther due to these forces or to the post-2008 crisis dynam-
ics on which Mastanduno focuses? None of the authors
in this section–or, for that matter, in the whole volume–
predicts a hegemonic war between the United States and
China. But many of them describe factors that may lead
to increased tensions. Given both the importance of this
question and the fact that it percolates throughout the
book, I discuss it at greater length below.

The third and final section of Power, Order, and
Change in World Politics looks at the broader theme in
Gilpin’s work: macro-historical shifts in the type of ba-
sic unit and the organizing logic of the international sys-
tem. As Ikenberry puts it in his introduction: “Over the
millennia, the global system has been made up of differ-
ent sorts of political units–city-states, empires, universal
religious groupings. In the modern era, the Westphalian
state system has been the dominant organizational form
of world politics. What are the causes of these great
changes in the basic units of the system? In particular,
what accounts for the rise of the state system–as it both
emerged as a tool of empire and a deep organizational
change to it? How have states competed with alterna-
tive organizing logics and dealt with the rise of moder-
nity and functional imperatives of world politics that al-
ter and transform states and the states system?” (p. 11).

The three essays in this part of the book focus on the
consequences of three of the most important transforma-
tions of the modern era: the nuclear revolution (Deud-
ney), the rise of modern industrial capitalism (Buzan),
and the diffusion of the nation-state as the primary form
of political organization (Hall). Starting with the con-
sequences of the nuclear revolution, Deudney argues
that these have deeply transformed the international sys-
tem. First of all, nuclear weapons have radically changed
what power–particularly relative conventional military
power–can achieve in world politics, with “far reaching
and cross-cutting implications for hegemonic political
orders that rest on concentrations of power and upon the
potential influences of different kinds of power” (p. 197).

Furthermore, nuclear weapons, by deterring war, “de-
crease the likelihood of several well-known syndromes
of hegemonic power concentrations (encroachment and
counterbalancing, overextension, and hegemonic transi-
tions)” (p. 197).[8] At the same time, nuclear proliferation
and the specter of nuclear terrorism also have an impact
on US hegemony in a negative way, making failures of
deterrence much more likely than they were during the
Cold War. Overall, Deudney finds that nuclear weapons
bring with them the possibility of an enduring liberal US-
led order, as rising economic powers will be less tempted
to convert their own economic power into military ca-
pabilities.[9] Overall, Deudney concludes, “hegemony is
made much easier and durable by nuclear weapons” (p.
232).

Criticizing Gilpin for his focus on material factors,
Buzan argues that when one accounts properly for the
effects of the rise of modern capitalism during the long
nineteenth century (1776-1914), the evolutionary–rather
than cyclical–logic of world order becomes clear. Cap-
italism and industrial modernization have altered the
ability of states and societies to generate wealth, af-
fecting the production of security and, with it, the pat-
terns of great-power rise and fall. Furthermore, capital-
ism has enabled functional differentiation in world pol-
itics. By highlighting these transformational changes,
Buzan questions Gilpin’s view of the deep continuity of
world politics. As Buzan puts it, the question is whether
“structural changes observable through a more sociolog-
ical approach override Gilpin’s realist analysis, chang-
ing the game in a fundamental way, or [whether] they,
as his work assumes, merely change aspects of the pro-
cess without fundamentally changing the realist game
of great-power rivalry mediated by periodic war?” (p.
237). For Buzan, the answer is unequivocal: the world
has changed, the nature of power has changed, and hege-
monic war is now exceedingly unlikely.

Finally, Hall engages “the world historical transi-
tion from empire to nation-state” (p. 12). This was
the latest transformation in the units that populate the
international system. Hall problematizes the relation-
ship between empires, nations, and states, arguing that
while it is true that states created empires, it is also
true that late nineteenth-century imperialism also ulti-
mately created nation-states. In their quest for scale,
nineteenth-century states sought to acquire their own
empires; these empires, in turn, “often sought to be-
come nation-states,” breeding “state-breaking nationalist
movements” (p. 265). Nationalism, in this view, is partly
a consequence of the need states had to increase their
scale in the context of late nineteenth-century geopoli-
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tics.

These three essays make useful contributions to these
broader themes in Gilpin’s book. All three focus on dy-
namics that are unlikely to be reversed, and that there-
fore should lead us to question Gilpin’s cyclical view of
world politics. This line of thinking is mirrored by Iken-
berry, who, in his introduction, writes that “the twin dy-
namics of theWestphalian project of building a function-
ing state system and the ’liberal ascendancy’ have altered
the rise and decline logic” (p. 13). These essays give us
reason to think that the nuclear revolution and the so-
cietal changes introduced by the rise of industrial cap-
italism are two additional dynamics that make contem-
porary international politics substantially different from
pre-nineteenth-century world orders, demonstrating the
possibility of progress–not only change–in world order,
and denying Gilpin’s cyclical view.

Taking stock, and drawing partly on the summary
Ikenberry makes, this volume makes four main contribu-
tions to our understanding of power, order, and change in
world politics. First, it encourages us to question Gilpin’s
cyclical understanding of power shifts and world order.
Second, it invites us to go beyond Gilpin’s materialism
and consider the role of domestic politics, ideology, polit-
ical traditions, leadership beliefs, nationalism, etc., in the
production of world order. Third, it emphasizes the com-
plexity of international orders, which include “packages
of norms and ideas” or “grand bargains” between the ma-
jor states in the system. Fourth, it conducts a preliminary
reflection on the problem of change in the absence of
violence by posing–but leaving unanswered–one of the
most important questions in contemporary world poli-
tics: “how do orders end if hegemonic wars no longer
operate as an instrument of global order?” (p. 15).

Beyond the theoretical questions about the sources
and role of legitimacy and authority that I mentioned
when discussing the essays in the first part of this book,
there are two other questions on which this volume
prompts further reflection. First, how does the nuclear
revolution alter the dynamics of change in world order?
Put differently, how can change in world order happen
when great-power war is ruled out? As Ikenberry notes:
“What if great-power war is removed as a cause of hege-
monic transitions? Gilpin speculates about this at the end
of War and Change in World Politics. If nuclear weapons
have made war between the great powers profoundly ir-
rational and unlikely, the opportunities for building new
orders after hegemonic wars will disappear. Hegemonic
wars will disappear. Power may continue to shift, but
the critical factor that destroys the old order–massive

violence–will be missing. A rising state may have the
power to reshape the system but not the opportunity.
This introduces yet another factor that might generate
an evolutionary logic in the rise and fall of international
orders–nuclear weapons and deterrence. The effect is to
give an advantage to the declining status quo ante and to
reinforce continuity in international order” (p. 98).

For IR theory, this might be a reason to doubt the rel-
evance of Gilpin’s book for contemporary world politics.
Since, in Wohlforth’s words, “an all-out military slugfest
among theworld’smost powerful states … seems exceed-
ingly unlikely to serve as a mechanism for reorganizing
the international system,” Gilpin’s argument, in which
hegemonic war plays a pivotal role, may strike readers
as irrelevant. As Wohlforth notes in a quite trenchant
observation, his is the only chapter in which “war” is in
the title–and “the word ’war’ is absent even from the ti-
tle of this volume” (p. 110). This means that IR theo-
rists must continue the work of reconciling the basic in-
tuitions of realism with the consequences of the nuclear
revolution.[10]

For world politics, the implications of the nuclear rev-
olution are momentous: systemic change is now even
harder than in the past. Put simply, with great-power
peace may come the perpetuation of the US-led liberal
hegemonic order. Seen in this light, the longevity of the
Pax Americana would have little to do with any “norma-
tive packages” or the palatability of the way Washington
runs the international system. Instead, it would be the
consequence of a lack of mechanisms for change short of
risking a conflict that would be in no challenger’s interest
because it would threaten its own survival. This transfor-
mation has twin consequences for the problem of world
order. On the one hand, the nuclear revolution decreases
the need for balancing against the US preponderance of
conventional power. On the other, it also decreases the
need for an unmatched concentration of power in order
to produce a stable world order.

These second-order consequences of the nuclear rev-
olution bring with them novel possibilities for world or-
der. One possible future would entail the United States
maintaining a preponderance of conventional power de-
spite China’s economic rise. Knowing that an armed
challenge to the global US-led order is made impossible
by the nuclear revolution, Beijing would eschew conven-
tional balancing despite growing increasingly wealthy
and, therefore, capable of reaching military parity with
the United States if it so wished. A second possible future
would witness decreasing US investment in its prepon-
derance of conventional power, leading to the reestab-
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lishment of a balance of power vis-à-vis China not be-
cause of balancing on Beijing’s part but, instead, due
to Washington’s realization that the continuity of a sta-
ble US-led order would not require US conventional pre-
ponderance. In between these two scenarios, even more
novel possibilities emerge. Could the United States and
China lead a concert of powers that share the costs of the
unparalleled US conventional power-projection capabili-
ties, using them to pursue shared goals? This may sound
far-fetched but it is a possibility compatible with the logic
of the nuclear revolution and the arguments connecting
it with hegemonic rule weaved by the authors of the es-
says in this volume.

The second question on which Power, Order, and
Change in World Politics prompts additional reflection
stems fromwhat Ikenberry labels the distinction between
global and regional international orders. Not all interna-
tional orders are world orders; some are regional orders.
At different points in this volume–for example, Mastan-
duno when discussing the unraveling US-China grand
bargain or Kupchan when calling for a managed transi-
tion to “a new andmore regionalized international order”
(p. 60)–the authors posit the possibility of deep trans-
formation in East Asia within the framework of an en-
during liberal world order. This possibility prompts sev-
eral interesting questions: What are the mechanisms for
change in regional orders given the likelihood of a con-
tinuing world order? Howmuch regional transformation
can the current world order sustain without being trans-
figured? Should we expect world politics to be conducted
under a thin overarching world order, with each two or
more blocks developing thick regional orders, as was the
case during the Cold War? These are topics on which
much work remains to be done.[11]

Finally, Power, Order, and Change in World Politics
includes many interesting insights on the future of US-
China relations and the likely contours and consequences
of the expected (economic) power transition between the
United States and China. I would organize these con-
tributions into two positions: optimists and pessimists.
Unsurprisingly, liberal theorists are the most optimistic
about the prospects of US-China relations. Lake con-
cludes that it is possible to integrate China into the cur-
rent American-led global order. Beijing benefits enor-
mously from the current world order, which “protects
territorial integrity and generates prosperity for all from
security property rights, monetary stability, and trade
openness,” and is therefore unlikely to challenge or con-
front American authority (p. 80). Along similar lines,
Ikenberry argues that “the American-led international
order may have more life in it than is generally thought.

China and other states may grow more powerful but
an alternative order that harnesses the power of leading
states may not exist for decades to come” (p. 9). For these
authors, the angel of history has finally managed to res-
cue the present.

On the opposite end of the spectrum, several au-
thors in this book foresee a turbulent future for leader-
ship in Washington and Beijing. To begin with, the two
amendments to Gilpin’s theory that Kirshner proposes in
his essay lead to a potentially more conflict-prone view
of world politics, with hubristic rising powers such as
China extending beyond reason while delusional declin-
ing powers such as the United States resisting retrench-
ment. Contextualizing this hubris on the part of China,
Hall compares it with Wilhemine Germany, arguing that
Beijing’s regime “lacks legitimacy, and it may yet seek
it by playing the nationalist card” (p. 285). Kupchan be-
lieves that Chinawants to “resurrect in East Asia a sphere
of influence that is arrayed in concentric circles around
a Sinicized core,” attempting to “exercise a brand of re-
gional hegemony modeled on the tributary system” (p.
55). Furthermore, Chinese socioeconomic aims are likely
to remain rather different than the United States’, since
its political system is unlikely to become democratic any-
time soon. Economically, its preference is likely to con-
tinue to be for state planning and mercantilism. In sum,
Kupchan argues, “China and the United States would
have a unique role to play in shaping a hybrid order–one
that would at once recognize the political autonomy and
normative diversity of different regions but also rest on
a working consensus among them” (p. 60).

But even in this more pessimistic view, we should
note, the angel of history seems to be at work. No con-
tributor to this volume expects the “realist nightmare …
of a nasty power transition and new Cold War period.”
As Mastanduno puts it: “Even if economic interdepen-
dence between the United States and China is scaled back
from the extraordinary grand bargain, it will remain in
absolute terms far greater than that which characterized
economic relations between the United States and So-
viet Union, or between West and East, during the Cold
War. A new Cold War would require other states to
choose sides and line up behind one or the other dom-
inant powers. But even America’s closest security allies
in East Asia wish to hedge–they prefer the regional secu-
rity presence of the United States to balance China, but
they also wish to reap the economic benefits of deeper
integration with a growing China. Even more important
is that the United States and China themselves prefer to
hedge. Each prefer bilateral cooperation and especially
the economic benefits that accompany it, while preparing
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quietly but steadily for the possibility of future conflict”
(p. 190).

Is this mutual preference for a managed, peaceful
power transition between the United States and China
the result of the “package of ordering ideas and norms”
with which Washington infuses world order? Or is it the
inevitable result of the nuclear revolution? Much like
Klee’s Angelus Novus, we cannot but fixedly contemplate
the past, and there is not enough of it to warrant defini-
tive answers to these questions. But most of the authors
in Power, Order, and Change in World Politics see the re-
cent past as irresistibly propelling us to a better, more
peaceful future. Time will tell. For now, this volume of-
fers excellent food for thought on the questions Gilpin so
elegantly explores.
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